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                                                ABSTRACT 

 

Social Media has become an important platform for expressing and consuming information. A customer opinion 

is a product and service who buy and used or had experience with that and it is Most Important for customer 

feedback on various product and service. Here our aim is build a Recommendation System using Natural 

Languages processing on Twitter Data. Each Tweet we will do required analysis on particular tweet 

independently. By Looking at Single Sentence (Tweets) we could not find the Sentiment of whole sentence for 

this need to use deep learning Neural Network for Required Analysis. Word Sentiment is useful but it cannot 

express the meaning of longer phrases. Therefore Sentiment detection required a richer supervised learning and 

more powerful model of composition   

. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

The importance of Natural Language Processing to make computers understandable for natural 

language. but this is not an easy task. Computers Generally understand structured data like database 

tables but human texts, human languages, and voice are unstructured data, and for the computer main 

challenge to understand unstructured data. that tells the need for Natural Language Processing. 

There is a lot of NLP data out there in different formats, and it's a lot easier to comprehend and process 

it if the computer can understand and analyse it. By training the models in various ways in line with 

predicted results. Humans have been writing for a long time; there is a massive amount of material 

available, and it would be fantastic if a computer could comprehend it. There are several difficulties in 

comprehending the precise meaning of a statement or correctly predicting the thoughts.  

Recommendation System mainly Focuses on determining the people’s opinion from the website. And 

Recent trends of the web encourage users to contribute and Express their point of view through e.g 

Blogs post, videos, social networking blogs, etc These the platform provides us important information 

that we are interested in analyzing. Opinion –mining system analysis who written the opinion, what is 

being commented by people.  

                                      

1.1 WHY STUDY OF MACHINE LEARNING:- 

1. Email Spam Filter. 

2. Hand Written digit Recognition 

3. Weather Forecasting 

4. Movie Recommdation 

5. Sentiment Analysis / Opinion Mining. 
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1.2 What is Machine Learning? 

-Machine Learning is a gives machine the able  to learn without being programmed. 

With in the field of data analytics. Machine learning is a method used to devise complex algorithms that 

will predict, this is known as “predicative Analytics”. 

Predicative models are needed in science, engineering, business, astronomy, biology, finance, web etc.   

 Sentiment Analysis :- 

Suppose you wish to purchase a thing. in the before buying a product You're looking for reviews, such 

as what other customers have to say about it. You check for comments, such as what other customers 

have to say about that particular product, whether positive or negative, and you personally examine it by 

looking at their comments. Consider how the company analyzed what their customers are thinking about 

their product level. In most cases, they don't have one or more customers. They do have a sizable 

customer base. So, what will they do? Here we use Sentiment analysis. 

 

   

Sentiment Analysis Classification:-     

Sentiment analysis has different type of class. There are two types of this.  

There are three main levels of classification: sentence level, document level, and aspect level. Polarities 

can be categorized into three categories based on sentiment analysis: positive, neutral, and negative. 
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Sentiment analysis is a broad term that encompasses a variety of methodologies. It is the most popular 

field of study. It is distinguished by two types: machine learning-based approaches and lexicon-based 

approaches. The lexicon method focuses on negative and positive terms and is divided into two types: 

dictionary-based and corpus-based. 

1.2 Machine Learning techniques 

Machine learning is used to categories the text classification problem in sentiment analysis. Training 

data records are utilized to train a model, which are then used to determine the predict model without 

level. Each record is assigned to  different classes. 

When we feed the model a new unlabeled record, it will label the dataset into distinct classes. Positive, 

negative, and neutral courses are the three sorts of classes.   

 

1.2.1 Supervised learning techniques 

 Naïve Bayes (NB) To accomplish classification tasks, a probabilistic machine learning model known as 

a Naive Bayes classifier is used. At the core of the classifier is the Bayes theorem.  

Naive Bayes for text classification: the probability of classifying  'd' document as class 'c' given 'd' is 

                

           For a document d' and a class c. 

           posterior probability. Prior x Likelihood 
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                                                           posterior probability. Prior x Likelihood 

The multinomial naive Bayes classifier operates as follows: To begin, we compute P(c|d) for each class 

c in C, which is the likelihood of returning class ci if our observation is d. The maximum of P(c1|d), 

P(c2|d),..., P(cn| d) is then found. consists of "our best guess for the proper class ". 
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Assumptions:-1.Bag of words - position of words in document doesn't matter. 

2 conditional independence - P(xj/c+) are independent given the class .ci  

                     

                                                                                                              

 

We use a collection of documents labelled (d1, c1),....., (dn, cn) by classes to train our model. Using the 

training dataset, we compute P(c), the prior probability, and P(f1|c)P(f2|c)...P(fn|c), the likelihood 

probability, for each class. In our approach, we store these variables in a data structure. To account for 

zero probability, we use add-one Laplace smoothing. 

                               

 (DT) DecisionzTree 

A decision tree isza supervised zlearning approach that uses a classification algorithm. It's a graphical 

representation of most of the options for making a choice based on a set of criteria. 
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                                               Fig 1.2 Parsing Natural Language Sentences 

The main Challenges is are  

• Positive sentiment words ( Example :-good , great ,awesome, wonderful etc)  by this we can’t 

say that complete sentence is positive sentiments and vice versa.  

 Example:-If I can find a good car in the showroom   I will buy it. (Good positive sentiments but whole    

sentences have neutral sentiment). 

• The +vezor –ve  wordzmay have opposite orientation in different Application Domains 

Example:- This phone sucks.( -vezsentiment ). 

This vacuum cleaner really sucks (+ve Sentiment ). 

• Word Embedding: Converting each word into a vector and conversion should be such a way that 

two similar words should have minimum distance. 

• Here NLP parse the sentence based upon grammatical rule. 

Unsupervised learning 

It's a machine-learning method. It does not use data that has not been categorised or tagged. It enables 

the algorithm to operate on such data without the need for human intervention. The goal of unsupervised 

learning is to categorise unsorted data into groups based on patterns. 

There is no human direction offered in unsupervised learning, which implies the computer does not get 

any training data. As a result, the machine is able to discover the underlying structure in unlabeled data 

on its own. Clustering and association are two different types of unsupervised learning. 
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                                                                                 Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

Recommendation System mainly Focuses on determining the people’s opinion from the website. And 

Recent trends of the web encourages users to contribute and Express their point of view through e .g 

Blogs post, videos , social networking blogs etc These platform provides us important information that 

we are interested for analysis. Opining –mining system analysis who written the opinion ,what is being 

commented by people.  

Opinion mining determine the polarity (+ve, -ve) and Polarity scale (weakly Positive, mildly positive., 

highly negative etc) .    

Current research is focusing on:  

● Reducing the human effort need to analyze large content. 

● Semantic analysis through corpus (bags) of words with known sentiment for   sentiment     

classification 

 ● Political Debates (Polls) 

• Product  Review 

 

2.1 Here we want to improve the accuracy for Sentiment analysis, for that we                

are going through various method 

1 Statistical way to analysis the sentiment as mentioned in [1]. 

2. By studying various learning (Navies, Maximum Entropy, Support vector machine)  and studying the 

accuracy of each learning as mentioned in [2]. 

3. By improving the pre-processing (removing the irreverent thing and selecting the future from each 

tweet) 

Preprocessing- Tokenization, Case-Folding, Removing Stopping Word, Stemming and lemmatization. 

4. By improving the Word Embedding (the word or document which are closely related they have same 

vector (array) with minimum distance). 
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5. By improving the POS (part of speech tagging) as mentioned in [3].  

 

2.2 Here we Don’t require any dataset Because we will  create our dataset by its own through 

sentiment analysis. By select the future from each twists and storing them into mysql and computation 

time will not increase because we will  doing sentiment analysis in multithreading environment. For 

each twits we will create a  thread for that analysis.  

   

 

                                    Fig.2.1   How dataset will be created for Sentiment Analysis 
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 STATISTICAL AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER   

PRODUCT REVIEWS   

Analysis a large set of online Review for mobile phone is Conduct. Here they are not only classify the 

text but also scale the sentiments between positive to negative. This method of categorising reviews is 

useful for evaluating products and assisting consumers and product owners in making better decisions.   

The words 'amazing' and 'degrade' have positive and negative polarity, respectively. If they use negative 

terms like "not," the attitudes shift dramatically. However, statements containing negative words may 

sometimes exacerbate rather than change the polarity.   

We calculated sentence level sentiment orientation of the reviews into ten different sentiments using 

Statistical and Sentiment Analysis of Consumer Product Reviews (SACP),  

Collecting from Amazon.com, the e-commerce behemoth. Over 400,000 evaluations for roughly 

4500 mobile phones make up the data collection. As previously stated, it has six characteristics. 

 

                                                   

Table [2.1]:-Feature include in the Data Set  
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                         STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA SET 

1. Number of Review Counts by Brand 

 Conclusion:- Among all the other brands, Samsung, BLU, and Apple have the most customers. 

   

                                    Figure 2.2: Methodology Used 

 

                    STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA SET 

1. Number of Review Counts by Brand 

 Conclusion:- Among all the other brands, Samsung, BLU, and Apple have the most customers. 

 

Fig 2.3: Number of Review Counts by Brand 
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2.  Rating Distribution by Brand found that Samsung is the most popular brand, while OtterBox has 

the lowest rating. Here's a stack bar graph that shows how many ratings a brand has received.

 

Fig 2.4: Rating Distribution by Brand 

 

3.   Reviews, both positive and negative Branded Distribution. The positive and negative feelings 

associated with each brand are used to classify the reviews. This study will reveal client purchasing 

habits.Customer choose the brand have maximum positive review. It seems that Brand Samsung has 

highest positive review among all the brands. 

Fig 

2.5:-Positive and Negative Reviews Distribution by Brand 

4 Review Length:- 

4.1 Review Length and Product Rating: Indicates whether or not the review is influenced by 

the product rating. 
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4.2 Review Length and Product Price: This demonstrates that when the price rises, the length 

of the reviews does not. 

 

 

Fig 2.6:- Review Length and Product Rating 

3 Price and Rating:-  It Tell about Higher will be the  price of the product, higher the expectations 

of the consumers and better should be the  quality . High priced products attract higher ratings 

illustrating higher satisfaction among buyers of expensive products. 

 

4 Word Cloud:-tell us what frequent word used for that product. It tell that what consumer think 

about the product. 

 

 

                  Fig 2.7:- Word Cloud zfor Samsung zReviews 

 

                    Fig 2.8:- Word Cloud zfor BLU zReviews 
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                     Fig 2.9:-Word Cloud for zApple Reviews 

 

 

          Based Upon this Statically data the sentiment analysis are Shown 

 

                Fig 3.0:-Sentiment Analysis of Samsung Reviews 

        

 

Fig 3.1:-Sentiment Analysis of Apple Reviews 
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                        Fig 3.2:-Sentiment Analysis of BLU Review 

 

 

 

Machine Learning and Semantic Analysis Approaches to Sentiment Analysis of 

Twitter Data 

Analyzing the data in terms of the number of tweets where the sentiment is very unstructured, either 

good or -ve, or somewhere in the middle. Following the preparation of the dataset (tweets), we extracted 

the feature vector from the dataset, and then used the ML based classification algorithm to the feature 

vector list: -Nave Bayed, Maximum Entropy, and Support Vector Machines 
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• Precision: This give you how many times they were actually positive. And you predict something 

positive, 

• Recall: This give you how many times you predicted correctly out of actual positive data.  

 

 

 

Fig 3.3:-Measurements of positive and Negative precision of the techniques 
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Conclusion:-Maximum Entropy and SVM give by the naïve bayes technique.  

                    Unsupervised Twitter Sentiment Classification   

The method involves NLP technique, unsupervised rule based classification and WSD(Word Sense 

Disambiguation). This method will find the polarity of the tweets either positive or negative or in 

between. Overall tweet polarity for tweet is taken by rule based classifier. 

2.3  Word Sense Disambiguation 

The word “sick ‘ used in negative sense “ I feel very sick today”  whereas it is used with a positive sense 

“Your vacuum cleaner sick very well” This alga assigned a word meaning that is most related to a given 

set of words 

WSD Process determine the best<word ,POS –tag ,sense>. The word with highest confidence score is 

considered as best match 

And Negative and positive Sentiment scores are determine by Senti WordNet , based on <word, POS-

tag> matching .And Obtained information is represented as follows : <word, POS, sense, Positive Score, 

Negative Score >. 

 

2.4 Tweet Polarity Classification 

This phase we determine the overall tweet polarity by rule based classifier 
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 2.5 Evaluation Datasets 

Stanford Twitter Sentiment Test Set (STS-Test) 

 

 

 

Conclusion :-This process will find the sentiment among -ve, neutral and +ve for every tweets. 

Based on rule based classification .Experimentally result come this method good for complex task  
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                                      CHAPTER 3 

Twitter API 

Implementation :- Here we will use to  Create a Account for build App  for Twitter data. To get the 

Access Token and secret key from Twitter. We will get the following things from twitter :- 

•  For the App 

▪ Consumer Key 

▪ Consumer Secret 

For the user  

▪ Key 

▪ Secret 

3.1 Twitter API:-Twitter have two API  

• Rest API 

• Streaming API 

                

                                                                        Fig 3.1 
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                                                             Fig.3.2 

Here Both the API work in https .Difference in Twitter REST API is that  it Work as Stateless manner 

means when we send a single  request and reply then there will be no connection will made just as 1 

Request and 1 Reply. Whereas in Streaming API for Request and Reply Connection is made and twists 

will flow as a stream and Further we will store them into our local database. 

Streaming API are 3 types Public Stream , User Stream and Site Stream.    

Public Stream:- whatever twists twitter getting if you want all those Twists. Here we can filter based 

upon topic. 

User Stream:- Based upon user whoever Login into your Application ,you want to analysis Only those 

twists.  

Site Stream:-you can put Few user in 1 group and you might want to see what all this user generally get 

in twists. 

 

Difference Between REST API And Streaming API 

Both of them are going to connect the server using HTTP only but then coming to REST API no state 

will be maintained at server side, Everything is forgotten by server. In Streaming API once you open a 

stream continuously data flow in a stream. And state will be maintained. 

How to  get all Tweets? 
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By concept of Pagination (Present in Twitter API Doc) 

Pagination is  way for requesting all of the pages. 

Problem since we talk about tweet once you get fixed no of tweet in 1st page then there is chance that 

after you get the most recent tweet then again some might of tweets posted then how you are going to 

deal with that.   

Let us consider a case after receiving 1st page before get 2nd page let say some tweets are newly tweeted 

means there is some updation. Then their will be some inconsistence among tweet .  

 

                                                                Fig 3.3 

Resolve this problem by using max_id parameter: 

Whenever send request for asking for tweets you can tell server that so far we receive the tweet till this 

point you can send after that. 

Using  Since_id to access the newly added tweets. 
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TYPES OF STREAMING API METHOD 

1 GET:- In get method you can send only endpoint url only Upto certain limits around 250 character.. 

2.POST:- In POST method has url and body in which you send the query regarding your searches and 

Filter the person for which you want  to get twists. 

SEARCH KEYWORD:- 400 SEARCH KEYWORD 

And FOLLOW :-5000 FILTER  

 

                                                                   Fig.3.4 
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            Classify each tweet as Positive, Negative or Neutral. 

We follow 3 major steps: 

• Authorize the client . 

• Do a GET Request to Twitter for extracting the tweets for query what client generated. 

• Parse it and classify into 3 group neutral, -ve or +ve. 
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Steps:- 

• Tokenize(tweet) , 

•  Eliminate stop words from the tokens.(stop words those which commonly used irrelevant in text analysis 

like I, is, a etc.) 

• Take token and do POS(Part of Speech) Tagging like adjectives, adverbs, etc. 

• Pass tokens to a sentiment classifier so that we can classifies the tweet by give polarity between -1.0 to 1.0 . 

• -ve  and +ve features are extracted from each tweets. 

• Training data consists of labelled -ve and +ve . This data is trained on a NBC(Naïve   Bayes Classifier). 

• Then, polarity division as: 

 

If . polarity > 0: 

       return 'positive' 

else if.  polarity < 0: 

       return 'negative' 

else: 

       return  'neutral’ 

' 

 

• Finally it return parsed tweets . Then we do statistical analysis on these tweets.we tried to find the 

percentage of +ve, -ve and neutral tweets about a query. 

                               Sentiment Analysis Using VADER 

VADER(Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment  Reasoner )   : 

VADER not only tells Whether it is -ve and +ve through score  but also tells us about how much  -ve or +ve  

sentiment is. 
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Positive Sentiment 

                           (score>=0.05) 

Neutral Sentiment :  

                           (score>-0.05)and(score<0.05) 

Negative Sentiment : 

                           (score <= -0.05) 
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NLP analysis of Reviews 

 

Step 1: Text Cleaning or Pre-processing 

▪    Remove Punctuations, Numbers. 

▪   Stemming: Take roots of the word. 

 

                  

          Fig 3.5 :-Before and after applying above code (reviews = > before, corpus => after) 

 

Step 2: Creating the BOW(bag of word) 
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Dataset Description: 

• Column divided  through \t 

• First column is related to reviews. 

• In second column, 1 for positive and  0 for  negative. 

 

Step 3 Divide into Test and Traning set  

               75/25 via “test_ size” 

Step 4  :  Predictive Model (random_forest) 

Step 5  : Pridict Final Results. 
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                                         Accuracy with random forest was 72%. 

 
 

 

 

 

Step 6: Accuracy determine by Confusion_Matrix 

 

 

 

3.6 How Sentiment of a Tweet converted into Statistical Data 
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                                                     Weekly wise tweet collected 

            Week1             Week2              Week3              Week4 

     Date No. of 
tweets 

      Date No. of 
tweets 

     Date No. of 
tweets 

    Date No. of tweets 

15/08/21     369 22/08/21      04 29/08/21       40 15/08/21         14 

16/08/21     272 23/08/21      08 30/08/21       33 15/08/21         40 

17/08/21     150 24/08/21      20 31/08/21       21 15/08/21         77 

18/08/21     16 25/08/21      10 01/08/21       18 15/08/21         29 

19/08/21     41 26/08/21      23 02/08/21       09 15/08/21         07 

20/08/21     16 27/08/21      53 03/08/21       51 15/08/21         09 

21/08/21     06 28/08/21      44 04/08/21       09  15/08/21         33 

      15/08/21         18 

                                                                        Table 3.1 
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This table is  comprise of four weeks twitter data. This data fetch from twitter through twitter API . This data is 

unstructured data Therefore we will do sentiment analysis in this twitter data. Then we will perform 

classification on this data. We classify this twitter data into 3 broad class such as positive ,negative neutral.      

 

 

3.7 Performance metrics of sentiment classification: 

Generally, to measure the performance of classifier we use standards such as precision, accuracy ,recall. 

Accuracy is dependent on two measures.  

       3.7.1 Precision 

We do division of total no right classifying positive observation by the total no predict positive 

observation.  

                                               

3.7.2 Recall  

Recall is a ratio between the right classifying positive observation to total no. of positive observation. 

high recall shows that  class(division) is rightly classified.  

                                           

3.7.3 Accuracy 

 

To Know which model gives a better result, it is necessary to know the accuracy. 

Accuracy of any model find through as: 

Where,  

Tp =true_positive 

Tn =true_negative 

Fn =false_negative 

      Fp = false_positive 
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3.8 Results of classifier for twitter data: 

 

In this thesis, different classifier has tested on same dataset some gave best performance on the bases of 

precision, recall and accuracy. Data fetched from the twitter dataset. Below is the performance of each 

classifier. 

 

• Naïve bayes(NB):  

                                                             

Support vector machine(SVM)-  

 

                                                  

      Decision tree(DT):    

                                                     

     K-nearest neighbor(k-NN):  
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                                                                        Table 3.2 

 

• First week results of classified data 

  Week 1   

Date Negative Tweet Neutral tweet Positive tweet Total tweet 

15/08/21 15 42 312 369 

16/08/21 10 104 168 272 

17/08/21 02 63 85 150 

18/08/21 03 09 04 16 

19/08/21 02 21 18 41 

20/08/21 02 13 01 16 

21/08/21 02 03 01 06 

Total 36 255 589 870 

Table 3.3 
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 Second week results of classified data 

  Week 2   

Date Negative Tweet Neutral tweet Positive tweet Total tweet 

22/08/21 02 01 01 04 

23/08/21 03 04 01 08 

24/08/21 05 11 04 20 

25/08/21 02 03 05 10 

26/08/21 05 08 10 23 

27/08/21 10 22 21 53 

Total 27 49 42 118 

 

Third week results of classified data  

  Week 3   

Date Negative Tweet Neutral tweet Positive tweet Total tweet 

29/08/21 09 11 20 40 

30/08/21 05 12 16 33 

31/08/21 05 13 03 21 

01/08/21 03 03 12 18 

02/08/21 04 03 02 09 

03/08/21 08 23 20 51 

21/08/21 03 04 02 09 

Total 37 69 76 181 

Table 3.4 
Fourth week results of classified data  
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  Week4   

 Date Negative tweets Neutral tweets Positive tweets Total tweets 

05/09/21 04 04 05 13 

06/09/21 12 15 13 40 

07/09/21 03 23 51 77 

08/09/21 06 13 10 29 

09/09/21 03 01 03 07 

10/09/21 03 01 05 09 

11/09/21 07 03 23 33 

12/09/21 04 02 12 18 

13/09/21 05 03 07 15 

14/09/21 10 10 20 40 

Total 57 75 149 281 

Table 3.5 

 

 
Statistics for this week is shown clear that We got 281 total number of tweets. Out of which 149 positive 

tweets. And also we got 75 and 57 neutral and negative tweets respectively.  

In this above week there is hike in positive number of tweet compare to second week and third week.   

And people have given more negative tweet compare to second week and third week. 75 people have 

given their mixed opinion. 
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Table 3.6 weekly wise report of classified data 

This is the graph between the number of tweets and number of weeks. Which indicates that in each and 

every week, people has done how many tweets. Such as number of +ve tweet and number of -ve tweet, 

number of neutral tweet. 
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               CHAPTER 4:-Conclusion and Future Scope 
 

In today’s world , amount of data is generated though communication i.e social media, organization etc. 

Data can be either structured form or not. To find the polarity of data initially we do sentiment analysis 

of data. Opining Mining can be applied on various area such as customer feedback and marketing 

purpose. large number of organization are taken person feedback and perform opinion mining on these 

data. So that they can provide excellent services to their customer and data help the organization to 

upgrade their future services. Here we took some sentiment classifiers like SVM, decision tree, naive 

bayes which perform best in term of accuracy, recall and precision. Out of these classifier Decision Tree 

perform best in accuracy of twitter data. Basically our aim in this thesis is to apply opining mining for 

finding the public opinion. Generally by tweets people express their feeling and opinion towards product 

and give review on that. so by performing sentiment analysis in these tweets finally we can able to 

conclude that how many person are in favour of this product and how many person are not in favour of 

this product so that company make their product according to customer requirement 

Future scope includes, we able to make web application for this. And we can improve our classifier 

system such that it could handle that convey multiple sentiments (meaning). Furthermore, we can add 

many classification categories through that we can get better or improved results.  
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